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TO: Corn Producers and Handlers,

The best information available indicates an overall shortage
of L. P. (propane) gas for drying the 1973 corn crop. The extent
of the shortage is not known and will vary by crop, area of the
state, harvest season conditions, and individual farm or firm.

A group of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service specialists
have compiled a discussion of alternatives available for handling
this year's harvest. The corn crop in southern Minnesota is the
area of major concern. It is the intent that major considerations
of handling are listed. For further information please contact
your county extension agent.

-Ptg

Eugene F. Pilgram
Program Director
Agriculture and Related Industries
Agricultural Extension Service

Discussion by:

Willis Anthony, extension economist - marketing
Harold Cloud, extension engineer
Dale Hicks, extension agronomist
Ken Thomas, extension economist - farm management
Jack True, extension engineer
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Alternatives for Handling All or Part of your Crop

I, b

You can —

Delay harvest. Leave corn in the field for a longer period

Harvest and handle as ear corn

Harvest and handle as wet shelled corn (no drying)

Harvest and handle as partially dried shelled corn

Harvest and handle as dried shelled corn (normal operation)

Balance your fuel needs with available supply

elaY 
d
harvest. Leave corn in the field for a longer Table 2- Allowable storage time for shelled corn

1)etio 
belay.
rrlost ling harvest after corn is physiologically mature is not the

leasible alternative. These are the implications:

- Corn is physiologically mature when a layer.:Deel lc Is 
forms in the top of the kernel. This layer, known as

ttire. I,aYer. develops when kernels contain 28-34 percent mois-
of c Loss

UT water after black layer development or dry down
veloct)r.n kernels depends upon air temperature, humidity, wind
riess ItVi soil moisture, and husk characteristics such as tight-rnoistand 

number. Grain normally loses about one-half percent
ure Per day during September and October.

treasevver air Average daily air temperature de-
ItIre s as the fall season progresses (table 1). As air tempera-
the hdeereases, natural drying on the stalk is slowed. However,
rtioist°hIding time for grain in storage is increased regardless of
lryiri're level (table 2). Even if gas is in limited supply forby th9, harvest should not be delayed past November 1, since
Corn at date the average air temperature is below 40 degrees.

can be harvested and held at higher moisture (see table 2).

119.4,1 ' Average temperatures at Rochester, Minnesota.1.1960)

bate Daily Daily Daily
Maximum Minimum Average
oF oF oF

69 44 57
65 41 53
59 37 48
50 31 41
43 26 35
37 21 29
32 15 24
28 11 20

Corn storage Corn moisture content

temperature 18% 20% 22% 24% 26%
OF days storage

60 65 27 16
50 125 48 30
40 220 94 56
35 280 118 82

10
20
40
56

8
15
30
42

This table is based on data from USDA Grain Storage Research

Laboratory, Ames, Iowa. Corn must be maintained at these

temperatures by aeration.

3. Field and harvest losses  - Field losses are increased with de-

tayed.harvesting. Machine losses are lowest when kernel mois-

ture is 26-28 percent. Stalk and ear rot and corn borer damage

increase causing greater lodging, ear dropping, and harvesting

difficulty. As a result, field losses are greater (table 3). The

difference between machine loss and total loss is due to lodging

and dropped ears. This loss increases as harvesting is delayed.

Table 3- Field losses as harvesting is delayed (average from

tests in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Nebraska)

Machirie Loss

Total Loss

Percent loss

Oct. Nov. Dec.

4.6 7.0 11.8

5.0 8.4 18.4

4. Weather - Weather risks are greater with delayed harvest.

Adverse weather also increases harvest losses. Fall fertilizer

application and plowing may not be completed, hence yield

potential for the following corn crop is lowered.

SUMMARY:

Under normal conditions delaying harvest will reduce the mois-

ture content of the harvested corn and declining fall tempera-

tures will permit storage of grain at higher moisture.

Harvest delays beyond November 1 are seldom warranted be-

cause field losses and delays in other operations become

costly.



II. Harvest and handle as ear corn

Alternatives and Considerations 

1. Storing in cribs - Ear corn may be harvested and stored suc-
cessfully at kernel moistures up to 25 percent in naturally ven-
tilated cribs if the free-air-to-free-air distance through the corn
is limited to 6 to 8 feet. Horizontal or vertical flues allow for
either increasing the crib width or storing corn of higher mois-
ture levels. Cross-flues for rectangular cribs should have a
minimum cross section area of 2 square feet while vertical
cylindrical flues should have a minimum diameter of 18 inches.
If corn of as much as 30 percent moisture is stored in a naturally
ventilated crib, no ears should be more than 2 feet from a flue
or side of crib.

Temporary cribs may be constructed of snow-fence or wire
mesh. They should be on a well drained site. An elevated
floor or vapor barrier between the corn and the ground is de-
sirable.

2. Storing in piles - If ear corn is to be piled on the ground, a
vapor barrier should be placed under the pile and ventilating
flues installed as in temporary cribs. Ducts should be spaced 6
to 8 feet apart for corn up to 25 percent moisture. Ducts
should be spaced closer for higher moisture contents.

3. Ear corn silage for feeding - Ear corn should be approximately
30 - 35 percent moisture (25 - 30 percent moisture in kernels
alone) when ensiled. Chop and grind before ensiling to reduce
spoilage.

SUMMARY:

This alternative, of course, depends on the availability of a corn
picker or silage storage and harvesting equipment.

Ill. Harvest and handle as wet shelled corn (no drying)

Alternatives and Considerations 

1. Selling wet corn  - Whether it pays to sell corn wet depends
on: (1) drying costs; (2) the buyer's moisture discounts; and
(3) anticipated seasonal price rise.

(1) For purposes of this decision, drying costs include: labor'

fuel, power, and any wear and tear on equipment. Also,

shrinkage must be added if corn is dried below 15.5 percen.t,

moisture. And insurance and interest cost must be added It

corn is stored.

At today's prices, fuel and power will cost about 7 cents a

bushel for typical drying situations. And drying from 26 
Per

cent to 15.5 percent entails a 13 percent weight loss.

If you plan to store your corn for a seasonal price rise, 
there

are additional costs. It will probably cost about 2 cents Per

bushel extra to dry from 15.5 percent to 13 percent moistur's

as is commonly done. Shrinkage will cost about 6 cents.

percent interest and $2.00 per bushel corn, cost on moneY111'

vested in the crop is about 10 cents per bushel for 8 months'

(3) Since you can store for some time at higher moisture levueli

it will pay you to dry to very low moisture levels only if Y°
expect a significant market price rise to pay the cost. At .oly

$2.00 per bushel corn and 8 percent interest rates, it Will II.,
cost you about 25 cents per bushel to store for 8 months, 11

you dry from 15.5 percent to 13 percent in order to do

Average seasonal price rise in Minnesota has been aboutiSlast
cents per bushel during the last 20 years. Only in 5 of tile
20 years has it averaged 35 cents, which would more than

cover anticipated costs for extended storage this year. C01.4
prices in Minneapolis for the first 6 months of the 1973-7
marketing year are expected to be in the $2.00-$2.20 rangeiii

(based on the August Crop Report). So whether stora e W

harvest.
a handsomel de ends on local market ressure at

h wier
(2) Buyer's moisture discounts  need to be re-evaluated ati"

price levels. For example, corn weight loss amounts to ab011,5,
13 percent when drying from 26 percent to 15.5 percent 15

ture. At $2.00 per bushel, drying in this range means 26 co;

in shrinkage. With moisture discounts commonly used in Pa

years, the discount would be about the same as the shrink, nt

leaving nothing for drying costs. Check the moisture disecnici

schedule where you're selling and balance it against exPecteith

shrink and drying costs. It may not pay you to dry. or, w„
limited fuel, there may be some combination of drying anu

selling wet which will be optimum. You will need current ty

grain shrinkage tables to make the calculations. Your coun

agent has them.
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Table 4 - Percentage grain remaining after drying

Initial

Moisture
Percent
14,5
15
15,5
16
16,5
17
17,5
18
18,5

19
19,5

20
20,5
21
21,5
22
22,5
23
23,5
24
24,5
26
26,5
26
26,5
27
27,5
28
28,5
29
29,5
ao
10.5

31
Its
32

Percent left of original quantity

98.92
98.34
97.76
97.17
96.59
96.01
95.43
94.85
94.27
93.69
93.10
92.52
91.94
91.36
90.78
90.20
89.62
89.03
88.45
87.87
87.29
86.71
86.13
85.55
84.97
84.38
83.80
83.22
82.64
82.06
81.48
80.90
80.31
79.73
79.15
78.57

Initial

Net dry grain* when dried to these levels: moisture

14% 14.5% 15% Percent

12.5
13

98.91 13.5
98.33 98.91 14
97.75 98.32 98.91 14.5
97.16 97.74 98.32 15
96.58 97.15 97.72 15.5
95.99 96.56 97.13 16
95.41 95.97 96.54 16.5
94.02 95.30 95.95 17
94.24 94.79 95.36 17.5
93.65 94.21 94.77 18
93.07 93.62 94.17 18.5
92.48 93.03 93.58 19
91.90 92.44 92.99 19.5
91.31 91.85 92.40 20
90.73 91.26 91.81 20.5
90.14 90.68 91.22 21
89.56 90.09 90.62 21.5
88.97 89.50 90.03 22
88.39 88.91 89.44 22.5
87.80 88.32 88.85 23
87.22 87.74 88.26 23.5
86.63 87.15 87.67 24
86.05 86.56 87.07 24.5
85.46 85.97 86.48 25
84.88 85.38 85.89 25.5
84.30 84.79 85.30 26
83.71 84.21 84.71 26.5
83.13 83.62 84.12 27
82.54 83.03 83.52 27.5
81.96 82.44 82.93 28
81.37 81.85 82.34 28.5
80.79 81.26 81.75 29
80.20 80.68 81.16 29.5
79.62 80.09 80.57 30
79.03 79.50 79.97 30.5

*Discounted for 1/2  percent invisible loss

15.5%

31
31.5
32

Net dry grain* when dried to these levels:
12% 12.5% 13% 13.5%

Percent left of original quantity

98.93
98.36 98.93
97.80 98.36 98.93
97.23 97.79 98.35
96.66 97.21 97.77
96.09 96.64 97.20
95.52 96.07 96.63
94.95 95.50 96.05
94.39 95.93 95.48
93.82 94.36 94.90
93.25 93.79 94.33
92.68 93.21 93.75
92.11 92.64 93.18
91.55 92.07 92.60
90.98 91.50 92.03
90.41 90.93 91.45
89.84 90.36 90.88
89.27 89.79 90.30
88.70 89.21 89.73
88.14 88.64 89.16
87.57 88.07 88.58
87.00 87.50 88.01
86.43 86.93 87.43
85.86 86.36 86.86
85.30 85.79 86.28
84.73 85.21 85.71

- 84.16 84.74 85.13
83.59 84.07 84.56
83.02 83.50 83.98
82.45 82.93 83.41
81.89 82.36 82.83
81.32 81.79 82.26
80.75 81.21 81.68
80.18 80.64 81.11
79.61 80.07 80.53
79.05 79.50 79.96
78.48 78.93 79.38
77.91 78.36 78.81
77.34 77.79 78.24
76.77 77.21 77.66

*Discounted for 1/2 percent invisible loss

98.92
98.34
97.77
97.19
96.61
96.03
95.45
94.88
94.30
93.72
93.14
92.56
91.99
91.41
90.83
90.25
89.67
89.10
88.52
87.94
87.36
86.78
86.21
85.63
85.05
84.47
83.89
83.32
82.74
82.16
81.58
81.00
80.42
79.85
79.27
78.69
76.11



Some alternative ways to store wet shelled corn include:

1. Piling on the ground  - Wet corn piled on the ground for tem-

porary storage must be aerated. Place an air intake box or

duct at the center of the pile on top of the plastic sheet on

which the corn is to be piled. Attach an aeration fan to a duct

leading to the inlet box. For aerating piles of corn an air flow

of 1/2 cfm per bushel is recommended. For example, a 5,000
bushel pile of corn should have an aeration fan capable of mov-

ing 2,500 cfm through the pile. A 1- or 11/2-horsepower aera-

tion fan should be, capable of moving this much air. Perforated

surface of the ducts should be at least 1 square foot for each

30 cfm of air moved through the duct; and duct cross-section

should be 1 square foot for each 1,500 cfm.

2. Using vacuum storage  - Plastic envelopes are available for

storing high moisture corn. Pile the corn on a sheet of plastic,

cover with plastic, and seal the edges. Use a vacuum pump to

draw the air out of the pile and the corn is preserved as it

would be in a silo. Protect this kind of storage from rodents

and livestock that would puncture the plastic and allow air to

enter.

3. Shelled corn silage - Moisture content of shelled corn should

be 28-30 percent for good silage. Grinding improves feed effi-

ciency. The grinding may be done as the corn is put into the

silo or as it is taken out to be fed.

4. Prop ionic acid treatment  - Propionic acid treatment of high-

moisture corn is an effective and safe storage method for stor-

age periods of 1 year or less. Treated corn can be used only for

feed. Preserved grain is palatable to livestock and nutritionally

equal to non acid-treated, high-moisture corn. Further infor-

mation on the use of propionic acid treatment of high-moisture

corn can be obtained in Agronomy Fact Sheet 29 published

by the Minnesota Agricultural Extension Service.

SUMMARY:

Whether corn should be sold wet depends on drying costs,

buyer's moisture discounts, and anticipated seasonal price

rises. If sold wet, when it should be sold depends upon sea-

sonal price expectations and storage available.

If corn is needed for livestock feeding, ensiled and acid treated

grains provide efficient livestock production and conserve

fuel supplies.

IV. Harvest and handle as partially dried shelled corn

Alternatives and Considerations:

Many farmers consistently dry corn to 12 percent moisture con-

tent in order to be completely safe in storage. Drying shelled
corn to this moisture level requires a lot of fuel. Table 5 con-
tains an estimate of the number of bushels of corn which can
be dried with one gallon of LP gas. The bushels given in this
table are equivalent bushels of No. 2 corn at 151/2 percent mois-
ture content. The actual bushels (56 pounds of corn) at the
specific moisture contents can be obtained from a grain shrink-
age table (table 4). The actual bushels at less than 151,6 percent
moisture will be somewhat less than shown in the table and
the actual bushels at moisture contents higher than 151/2 per-

cent will be somewhat greater than shown in the table. TP___Lle-

figures shown in table 5 are estimates. The actual fuel 
con-

sumption depends on many factors. However, the 
percenta.ge,

savings in fuel consumption shown in table 5 could be apPlle°

to any high temperature, high air flow dryer. For examPle,

table 5 shows that one gallon of LP gas will dry 2.1 
more

bushels of corn from 28 percent to 16 percent that it Will fr°

28 percent to 12 percent. This represents a fuel 
savings of

approximately 40 percent.

Table 5 - Estimated fuel required for drying corn

Final corn mois-

ture content

Percent

22
20
18
16
14
12

Initial corn moisture content

24% 28% 32%
Bushels* of corn which can be 

dried

per gallon of LP gas.

30.8
18.2
11.8
8.2
5.9
4.3

12.5
8.9
6.7
5.2
4.0
3.1

7.1
5.6
4.5
3.6

3.0
2.4
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percent moisture content during the harvest season and h° ring

ing this corn under high air flow aeration for feeding out du 
t

the winter or for drying at a later time when fuel becomes rit
available. Table 2 shows that 20 percent moisture content 14,, '

corn can be held from 3 to 4 months if the temperature is 
per

maintained below 35° to 40°F. If this 20 percent corn wa' 
ih qoo
qrati

put in the bin during the colder weather when it could be (

cooled immediately to less than 30°F. it could be held 
the

full winter season for feeding or later drying. Holding c°rrl (

at these moisture contents requires good aeration. An 
all e

flow of 1/4 to 1/2 cfm. per bushel of corn is desirable for thes

moisture contents.

2. IlLegzjers to hold high moistur en

duced temperatures - Corn harvested late in the season, W11.0

night time temperatures are below freezing, can be placed I

*Equivalent bushels of No. 2 corn (151/2 percent moistu
re c_cf

tent). This table is based on an outside temperature of 
4Ouror. 411V

to 50°F. and a drying air temperature of approximatelY fo

• . fuel ken
sc 

i
The above discussion shows that very substantial saving ture

consumption can be achieved by drying corn to higher r1101,sable

contents than normal. This certainly incurs an extra risk.. 1 _

2 shows the allowable storage time for shelled corn at 
various

moisture contents and temperatures. The allowable 
storage

times shown in this table are for corn maintained at 
these tern

peratures by aeration. For example, if high moisture 
corn 

4 rbaer
dried immediately to 18 percent moisture content, it can be

stored for 220 days if maintained at a temperature of 40°F' Litsid,

The temperatures at which corn can be maintained by aera:he
tion depends on the ambient temperature. Table 1 shows:., -rlts

average temperatures over a 30-year period at Rochester, 
wil"

nesota.

Some alternative ways to handle partially dried grain in
clude: v.

t
1. Storing at 18 percent to 20 percent moisture 

content u n e .0e4

high air flow aeration  - Very substantial savings in fuel 
coni,n

sumption can be achieved by drying to only 18 percent 
or
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fronl

aunexisting drying bin and held at below freezing temperatures
nt 

the corn is fed out over the winter.
3. Use 

- Dryeration is a process to cool corn slowlyit:hbin after it is delivered hot from a high temperature dryer.
it „t. e hot Corn tempers for several hours and then cools slowly,
ih"1" dry an additional 11/2 percent to 2 percent while cooling.

cooling process requires a minimum air flow of 1/2  cfm. perUshel 
based on 24 hours delivery to the bin. For example, if

theit. tenVerature dryer delivers 4,000 bushel of hot corn to
i2,06jin in a 24 hour period, the aeration fan should delivero

°M. Per bushel when the bin is full.
4. Use 
22 existin bin dr ers to finish dr in. from 20 ercent tocon ercent moisture content - Many farmers in Minnesota haveuverted their drying systems from bin dryers to batch or con-
witk°s flow dryers. These existing drying bins can be filled" 42 percent or lower moisture corn. This corn can be drieda"ril natural air or a small temperature rise of 50 to 70 usingfiria:ectric heater or small burner. If natural air is used, the

moisture content of the corn will be in the 16 percent to.Percentr range. If this is done, the corn could be dried fur-
sr)1,„with outside air at 40°F. to 50°F. the next spring. If a
,th:i temPerature rise is used, the final moisture content ofis _cornPercentWill ranbege.so mewhat lower, possibly in the 13 percent to

con'
oF, (JtAmitkrty:
000F,

e foil
pl Plvii °wi1fu- 

hold
practices or precautions should be exerciseden .1. Rig higher moisture corn under aeration:

Adju-
21 " the combine so it will do as little damage as possible.3..uk;reen the corn going into the storage bin.
side c'.11't hesitate  to operate the aeration fan as long as the out-is capable of cooling the corn in the bin. Any air coolerfor er,e Corn, regardless of relative humidity, should be used,e 4, p.: Ion.

F. outsidY Particular attention to the bin temperatures and the
1' eh: 

temperatures and manage the aeration fan accordingly.
the teots Holding corn at these higher moisture con-

more risky and requires top-notch management.

listure
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"arvest and handle as dried shelled corn (normalqation)

20
risiderat•JonsOD,

luring i t '' t over dr As indicated above, very substantial savings in

l i i
4ritean be obtained by drying corn to 14 percent to 16 per-

, igh ead of from 12 percent to 13 percent. Corn dried to
35 

i iri 9moenstreen...0 
be„ 16 percent moisture content can 

maintained

4rat'.' condition for substantial periods of time with properOrohl°n at the rate of 1/10 cfm. per bushel or greater. Withf4er aeration i c ti management, corn at 14 percent moisture

>e

leo
Ill

content can be stored the year-round. Corn at 16 percent
moisture content can be stored successfully until June or July
of the following summer. Proper aeration of this corn re-
quires that the corn be relatively clean. The corn should be
screened going into storage.

SUMMARY:

1. Don't over dry.
2. Dry to 20 percent to 22 percent moisture content in a high
temperature dryer, transfer to bin dryer, and finish with natu-
ral air.
3. Dry to 18 percent to 20 percent, hold under high air flow
aeration for feeding or later drying.
4. Use bin driers to hold higher moisture corn under freezing
temperatures.
5. Dry to 151/2 percent and hold under aeration until the middle
of the following summer.
6. Handle clean corn. Adjust the combine and screen corn
going into storage.
7. Do not reduce the drying air temperature of high tempera-
ture dryers. Contrary to a common belief, reducing the drying
air temperature of these dryers will not increase the fuel effi-
ciency of these dryers.
8. Operate the aeration systems properly.
9. Continually check the corn in the storage bins.

VI. Balance your fuel needs with available supply

Having received the alternative ways of handling your corn
crop under limited dryer fuel supply conditions the final step
is to determine how well your fuel needs balance with the
supply you expect to have available.

Using the work sheet below first estimate the total crop you
expect to handle. Then estimate the amount to be used for
your livestock and how you plan to handle it (ensile it, treat
with acid, partially dry, etc.). Then allocate the remainder
of the crop that will be sold among the various handling
methods (sell wet, partially dry, etc.).

Next, determine the fuel needed to dry the corn that needs to
be dried. The bushels that can be dried per gallon of fuel are
shown in table 5. Select the appropriate amounts and divide
these into the bushels to be dried. This will give the total gal-
lons of fuel needed for each alternative drying system and in
total.

Then compare the total fuel required with the supply you ex-
pect to have. If an imbalance exists you may wish to work
through another allocation of your crop using the space pro-
vided.



Corn handlina system

Determining dryer fuel balance

Alternative No. 1
Bushels
15.5% basis

Fuel needed
bul al. Total

Bushels
15.5% basis

Alternative Na

 

l°. • :::035V1.
Fuel no

No drying

\

I

_
____
_____

Handle as ear corn
Sell wet at harvest
Put in silo
Treat with acid

Partial drying

Finish in bin
Repass through dryer
Hold

Normal drying system

Total

Fuel available

Balance


